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Ed DeMarco popped into Boston last week and stood firm against the wishes of his

biggest shareholder. Most people don't know DeMarco's name. They do, however, know

the companies DeMarco runs. This is because they own DeMarco's companies.

DeMarco is the federal overseer in charge of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the federally

owned mortgage giants that have swallowed $152 billion in taxpayer funds. He's locked

in a bitter dispute with the White House, the Treasury, and the Federal Reserve,

because he is keeping Fannie and Freddie from aggressively writing down the value of

their most troubled mortgages — something the country's biggest private banks have

already committed to doing. DeMarco says the principal writedowns would cost

taxpayers too much money.

Despite a tremendous amount of arm-twisting, he’s missing two things. First, taxpayers

have already taken their catastrophic losses on Fannie and Freddie; what happens from

here happens on the margins. And secondly, inaction on principal writedowns is just as

costly as the modifications themselves, because Fannie and Freddie will bleed money as

long as the housing market remains anemic. The companies’ refusal to meaningfully deal

with loans that are likely to end in foreclosure means that taxpayer losses will continue

to pile up. And the longer these losses drag on, the more families will be needlessly

thrown out of their homes.

With the recent national foreclosure settlement, Fannie and Freddie now trail private

institutions in keeping families in their homes.
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The $25 billion foreclosure settlement with five

of the country's largest banks — Bank of

America, Citigroup, JP Morgan, Wells Fargo,

and Ally — is a foreclosure settlement in name

only. It is really about national housing policy.

It has the banks making up for past

foreclosures by trying to prevent new foreclosures from happening.

The majority of the settlement's $17 billion in aid to current borrowers will go toward

erasing the principal amount remaining on borrowers' mortgages.

Lenders should have an interest in helping homeowners avoid foreclosure, since it costs

far less to modify a loan than it does to seize a home, and sell it at a steep loss. Interest

rate cuts, term extensions, and principal reductions all end up in the same place

mathematically, because they're all vehicles for cutting troubled homeowners' monthly

bills. The psychology is far different, though.

Homeowners who owe the bank more than their homes are worth don't technically own

any slice of their homes; they're unable to sell and move if they need to; playing entirely

with house money, they are more likely to default. Homeowners with skin in the game

have an incentive to stick around and protect and grow their equity. This is the reason

down payments exist, and it works the same way with loan modifications: A 2010 New

York Fed study found that modified loans that cut borrowers' principal were four times

less likely to go into default than those that cut only the monthly payments.

The national foreclosure settlement follows a structure and logic first established when

Massachusetts sued a pair of subprime lenders: The proper legal remedy for making

loans that were built to result in foreclosure is requiring lenders to modify loans, and

avoid foreclosing unnecessarily. Most foreclosures now stem from conventional

mortgages, but the logic still holds: When the structure of a mortgage is driving defaults,

that structure needs to be modified.

This is especially true for Fannie and Freddie, which ended up as broken wards of the

state because they catered to their investors by loosening their mortgage standards.

Nearly half of their problem loans now have principal balances that exceed their home

values, and are candidates for aggressive principal reduction. These are mortgages that

were written because Fannie and Freddie listened to their profit-hungry investors. Now

that their investor is the federal government, the companies ought to make it right.

Homeowners with skin in the

game have an incentive to

stick around and protect

their equity.
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